This paper presents a restricted visual Turing test (VTT) for story-line based deep understanding in long-term and multi-camera captured videos. Given a set of videos of a scene (such as a multi-room office, a garden, and a parking lot.) and a sequence of story-line based queries, the task is to provide answers either simply in binary form "true/false" (to a polar query) or in an accurate natural language description (to a non-polar query). Queries, polar or nonpolar, consist of view-based queries which can be answered from a particular camera view and scene-centered queries which involves joint inference across different cameras. The story lines are collected to cover spatial, temporal and causal understanding of input videos. The data and queries distinguish our VTT from recently proposed visual question answering in images and video captioning. A vision system is proposed to perform joint video and query parsing which integrates different vision modules, a knowledge base and a query engine. The system provides unified interfaces for different modules so that individual modules can be reconfigured to test a new method. We provide a benchmark dataset and a toolkit for ontology guided story-line query generation which consists of about 93.5 hours videos captured in four different locations and 3,426 queries split into 127 story lines . We also provide a baseline implementation and result analyses.
1. Introduction
Motivation and Objective
During the past decades, we have seen tremendous progress in individual vision modules such as image classification [7, 11, 19, 44] and object detection [8, 35, 45, 10, 31] , especially after competitions like PASCAL VOC [5] and ImageNet ILSVRC [33] and the convolutional neural networks [21, 17, 12] trained on the ImageNet dataset [4] * Contribute equally to this work. were proposed. Those tasks are evaluated based on either classification or detection accuracy, focusing on a coarse level understanding of data. In the area of natural language and text processing, there have been well-studied text-based question answering (QA). For example, a chatterbot named Eugene Goostman 1 was reported as the first computer program which has passed the famed Turing test [36] in an event organized at the University of Reading. The success of text-based QA and the recent achievements of individual vision modules have inspired visual Turing tests (VTT) [9, 25] where image-based questions (so-called visual question answering, VQA) or story-line queries are used to test a computer vision system. VTT has been suggested as a more suitable evaluation framework going beyond measuring the accuracy of labels and bounding boxes. Most existing work on VTT focus on images and emphasize free-form and open-ended Q/A's [2, 1] .
In this paper, we are interested in a restricted visual Turing test (VTT) -story-line based visual query answering in long-term and multi-camera captured videos. Our VTT emphasizes a joint spatial, temporal, and causal understanding of scenes and events, which are largely unexplored in computer vision. By "restricted", we mean the queries are designed based on a selected ontology. Figure 1 shows two examples in our VTT dataset. Consider the question how we shall test whether a computer vision system understands, for example, a conference room. In VQA [1] , the input is an image and a "bag-of-questions" (e.g., is this a conference room?) and the task is to provide a natural language answer (either in a multiple-choice manner or with free-form responses). In our VTT, to understand a conference room, the input consists of multi-camera captured videos and storyline queries covering basic questions (e.g., Q 1 , for a coarse level understanding) and difficult ones (e.g., Q k ) involving spatial, temporal, and causal inference for a deeper understanding. More specifically, to answer Q k correctly, a computer vision system would need to build a scene-centered representation for the conference room (i.e., put chairs and tables in 3D), to detect, track, re-identify, and parse people coming into the room across cameras, and to understand the concept of sitting in a chair (i.e., the pose of a person and scene-centered spatial relation between a person and a chair), etc. If a computer vision system can further unfold the intermediate representation to explicitly show how it derives the answer, it enhances the "trust" that we have on the system that it has gain a correct understanding of the scene.
Web-scale images vs. long-term and multi-camera captured videos. Web-scale images emphasize the breadth that a computer vision system can learn and handle in different applications. Those images are often of album photo styles collected from different image search engines such as Flickr, Google, Bing, and Facebook. This paper focuses on long-term and multi-camera captured videos usually produced by video surveillance, which are also important data sources in the visual big data epic and have important security or or law enforcement applications. Furthermore, as the example in Figure 1 shows, mutli-camera videos can facilitate a much deeper understanding of scenes and events. The two types of datasets are complementary, but the latter has not been explored in a QA setting.
Free-form and open-ended Q/A's vs. restricted storyline based queries. Free-form and open-ended Q/A's are usually collected through crowd-sourcing platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to achieve diversities. However, it is hard to obtain well-posed pairs from a massive amount of untrained workers on the Internet. This is challenging even for simple tasks like image labeling as investigated in the ImageNet dataset [4] and the LabelMe dataset [16] . For the video datasets in this paper, it is impractical to use MTurk to collect story-line based queries covering long-term temporal ranges and across multi-cameras. Instead, we adopt a selected yet sufficiently expressive ontology (shown in Figure 3 ) in generating queries. Following the statistical principles stated in Geman et al.'s Turing test framework [9] , we design a easyto-use toolkit by which several people with certain expertise can create a large number of story lines covering different interesting and important spatial, temporal and, causal aspects in videos with the quality of queries and answers controlled.
Quest for an integrated vision system. Almost all the recent methods proposed for image captioning and VQA are based on the combination of convolutional neural network [21, 17] and recurrent neural network like long shortterm memory [14] . On the one hand, it is exciting to see much progress have been made in terms of performance. On the other hand, it shows the restricted setting of the tasks in image captioning and VQA. The proposed VTT entails an integrated vision system which cannot be handled by training convolutional and recurrent neural networks directly, to the best of our knowledge. We present a prototype vision system as our baseline implementation which integrates different vision modules (where the state-of-the-art CNN based components can be applied), a knowledge base, and a query engine. Figure 2 illustrates a systematic overview of the proposed VTT which consists of four components: i) Multi-camera video dataset collection: Existing datasets are either focusing on single individual images or short video sequences with clear action or event boundaries. Our multiple-camera video dataset includes a rich set of activities in both indoor and outdoor scenes. Videos are collected by multiple cameras with overlapping field-of-views during the same time window. A variety types of sensors are used: stationary HD video cameras located on the ground and rooftop, moving cameras mounted on bicycles and automobiles, and infrared cameras. The camera parameters are provided as meta data. The videos capture daily activities of a group of people and different events in a scene which include routine ones (e.g., an ordinary group launch, playing four square soccer game) and abnormal ones (e.g., evacuating from a building during a fire alarm) with large appearance and structural variations exhibited.
Overview
ii) Ontology guided story-line based query/answer collection: We are interested in a selected ontology as listed in Figure 3 . The ontology is sufficiently expressive to represent different aspects of spatial, temporal, and causal understanding in videos from basic level (e.g., identifying objects and parts) to fine-grained level (e.g., does person A have a clear-line-of-sight to person B?). Based on the ontology, we build a toolkit for story-line query generation following the statistical principles stated in [9] . Queries organized in multiple story lines are designed to evaluate a computer vision system from basic object detection queries to more complex relationship queries, and further probe the system's ability in reasoning from the physical and social perspectives, which entails human-like commonsense reasoning. Crosscamera referencing queries requires the ability to integrate visual signals from multiple overlapping sensors.
iii) Integrated vision system: We build a computer vision system that can be used to study the organization of modules designed for different tasks and interactions between them to improve the overall performance. It is designed with two principles in mind: first, well-established computer vision tasks shall be incorporated so that we can built upon the existing achievements; second, the modules shall be loosely coupled so that it allows user to replace one or more modules with alternatives to study the performance in an integrated environment. We define a set of APIs for each individual task and connect all modules into a pipeline. After the system has processed the input videos and saved the results in its knowledge-base, it fetches queries from the evaluation server one after another at the testing time.
iv) Q/A evaluation server:
We provide a web service API through which a computer vision system can interact with the evaluation server over HTTP connections. The evaluation server iterates through a stream of queries grouped by scenes. In each scene, queries are further grouped into story lines. A query is not available to the system until the previous story lines and all previous queries in the same story line have finished. The correct answer is provided to the system after each query. This information can be used by the system to be adaptive with the ability to learn from the provided answers. The answer can be used to update the previous understanding such that any conflict has to be resolved and wrong interpretations can be discarded. Figure 4 shows an example of a full workflow of our system. We have spent more than 30 person-year in total to collect the data and build the whole system. Our prototype system has passed a detailed third-party evaluation involving more than 1,000 queries. We plan to release the whole system to the computer vision community and organize competition and regular workshop in the near future.
Related Work and Our Contributions
Question answering is the natural way of effective communication between human beings. Integrating computer vision and natural language processing, as well as other modal knowledge, has been a hot topic in the recent development of deeper image and scene understanding.
Visual Turing Test. Inspired by the generic Turing test principle in AI [36] , Geman et al. proposed a visual Turing test [9] for object detection tasks in images which organizes queries into story lines, within which queries are connected and the complexities are increased graduallysimilar to conversations between human beings. In a similar spirit, Malinowski and Fritz [24, 25] proposed a multi-word method to address factual queries of scene images. In the dataset and evaluation framework proposed in this paper, we adopt similar evaluation structure to [9] , but focus on a more complex scenario which features videos and overlapping cameras to facilitate a broader scope of vision tasks.
Image Description and Visual Question Answering. To go beyond labels and bounding boxes, image tagging [3] , image captioning [6, 18, 26] , and video captioning [32] have been proposed recently. The state-of-the-art methods have shown, however, a coarse level understanding of an image (i.e., labels and bounding boxes of appeared objects) together with natural language n-gram statistics suffices to generate reasonable captions. Microsoft COCO [22] provides descriptions or captions for images. Question answering focuses on specific contents on the image and evaluate the system's abilities using human generated question. Unlike the image description task where a generated sentence is consider correct as long as it describes the dominant objects and activities in the image, human generated questions can ask all details and even hidden knowledge that require deduction. In such scenario, a pre-trained end-to-end sys- i) It presents a new visual Turing test benchmark consisting of a long-term and multi-camera captured video dataset and a large number of ontology-guided storyline based queries.
ii) It presents a prototype integrated vision system consisting of a well-designed architecture, various vision modules, a knowledge base, and a query engine.
Dataset
In this section, we introduce the video dataset we collected for the VTT. In our dataset, we organize data by multiple independent scenes. Each scene consists of video footage from eight to twelve cameras with overlapping fields of view during the same time period. By now, we have a total number of 14 collections captured at 4 different locations: two indoor (an office and an auditorium) and two outdoor (a parking lot and a garden). Table 1 gives a summary of the data collections.
Our dataset reflects real-world video surveillance data and poses unique challenges to modern computer vision algorithms: Varied number of entities. In our dataset, activities in the scene could involve individuals as well as multiple interacting entities.
Rich events and activities. The activities captured in the dataset involves different degrees of complexities: from the simplest single-person actions to the group sport activities which involve as many as dozens of people.
Unknown action boundary. Unlike existing action or activity dataset where each action data point is well segmented and each segment only contains one single action, our dataset consists of multiple video streams. Actions and activities are not pre-segmented and multiple actions may happen at the same time. Such characteristic preserves more information about the spatial context of one action and correlation between multiple actions.
Multiple overlapping cameras. This requires the system to perform multi-object tracking across multiple cameras with re-identification and 3D geometry reasoning.
Varied scales and view points. Most of our data are collected in 1920x1080 resolution, however, because of the difference in cameras' mounting points, a person who only occupies a couple of hundred pixels in bird's-eye views may occlude the entire view frame when he or she stands very close to a ground camera.
Illumination variation. Areas covered by different cameras have different illumination conditions: some areas are covered by dark shadows whereas some other areas have heavy reflection.
Infrared cameras and moving cameras. Apart from regular RGB signals, our dataset provides infrared videos as a supplementary. Moving cameras (i.e., cameras mounted on moving objects) also provide additional challenges to the dataset and reveal more spatial structure of the scene. The complexity of our VTT dataset. To demonstrate the difficulties of our dataset, we conduct a set of experiments on a typical subset of data using the state-of-the-art object detection models [31] and multiple-object tracking methods [29] . A summary of the data and results are shown in Table 2 .
Queries
A query is a first-order logic sentence (with modification) composed using variables, predicates (as shown in Figure 3 ), logical operators (∧, ∨, ¬), arithmetic operators, and quantifiers (∃ and ∀). The answer to a query is either true or false meaning whether the fact stated by the sentence holds given the data and the system's state of belief. The formal language representation eliminates the need of natural language processing and allows us to focus computer vision problems on a constrained set of predicates.
We evaluate computer vision systems by asking a sequence of queries organized into multiple story lines. Each story line explores a natural event across a period of time in a way similar to conversations between humans. At the beginning of a story line, major objects of interest are defined first. The vision system under evaluation shall indicate whether it detects these objects. A correct detection establishes a mutual conversation context for consecutive queries, which ensures the vision system and queries are referring to the same objects in later interactions. When the system fails to detect an object, however, the evaluation server will skip the queries regarding that object. Because neither answering these queries correctly nor wrongly reveals the system's performance in interpreting the designated data.
Object definition queries. To define an object, specifications of object type, time, and location are three components. Object type is specified by object predicates in the ontology. A time t is either a view-centric frame number in a particular video or a scene-centric wall clock time. A location is either a point (x, y) or a bounding box (x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 ) represented by its two diagonal points, where a point can be specified either in view-centric coordinates (i.e. pixels) or in scene-centric coordinates (i.e. latitude-longitude, or coordinates in a customized reference coordinate system, if defined). For example, an object definition query regarding a person in the form of first-order logic sentence would look like:
when the designated location is a bounding box. Note that the statements made by object definition queries are always true, as they aim to establish the conversation context.
Non-definition queries. Non-definition queries in a story line explores a system's spatial, temporal and causal understanding of events in a scene regarding the detected objects. The query space consists of all possible combinations of predicates in the ontology with the detected objects (and/or objects interacting with the detected ones) being the arguments. When expressing complex activities or relationships, multiple predicates are typically conjuncted by ∧ to form a query. For example, suppose M 1 and F 1 are two detected people confirmed by object detection queries, the following query states "M 1 is a male, F 1 is a female, and there is a clear line of sight between them at time t 1 ":
Note that the location is not specified, because once M 1 and F 1 is identified and detected, we assume the vision system can track them over time.
Moreover, story lines unfold fine-grained knowledge about the event in the scene as it goes. In particular, given the detected objects and established context, querying about objects interacting with the detected ones becomes unambiguous. As in the example shown in Figure 4 , even the ball is not specified by any object definition queries (and actually it is hard to detect the ball even the position is given), once the two people interacting with the ball are identified, it becomes legitimate to ask if "the female catches a ball at time t 2 ":
and if "the male and female are playing a ball game together over the period of t 1 to t 2 ": game(M 1 , F 1 ; time = (t 1 , t 2 )).
Times and locations are specified the same way as in object definition queries with an extension that a time period (t 1 , t 2 ) can be specified by a starting time and a ending time.
Correctly answering such queries is non-trivial as it requires joint cognitive reasoning based on spatial, temporal, and casual information across multiple cameras over a time period. <and> <male><entity>p1</entity></male> <female><entity>p2</entity></female> <clear-line-of-sight> <time>t1</time> <entity>p1</entity> <entity>p2</entity> </clear-line-of-sight> </and> Figure 6 : An example XML segment of a query in the implementation. This segment is equivalent to the statement "p 1 is a male, p 2 is a female, and there is a clear line of sight between them at time t 1 ".
In non-polar cases, we support three types of questions: "what", "when", and "where", to which the answers are object labels, time intervals, and location polygons, respectively.
Currently, we have created 3,426 queries in the dataset. Figure 5 shows the distribution of predicates in selected categories. Though we try to be unbiased in general, we do consider some predicates are more common in and important than others and thus make the distribution non-uniform. For example, among all occurrence of object predicates, "person" takes 55.9%, which is reasonable because human activities are our major point of interest. Meanwhile, we are also building a query generation toolkit on the top of Vatic [37] for rapid query creation with respect to the statistical properties discussed by Geman et al. in [9] . In the implementation, queries are presented in the form of XML documents as shown in Figure 6 for easy parsing.
System
We designed and implemented a computer vision system to perform the test as shown in Figure 2 . It consists of three major parts: an offline parsing pipeline which decompose the visual perception into multiple sub-tasks, a knowledge base which stores parsing results (including entities, properties, and relations between them), and a query engine which answers queries by searching the knowledge base. The system also features a flexible architecture and a visualization toolkit.
Offline parsing pipeline
Offline parsing pipeline processes the multiple-view videos. Each view is first processed by a single-view parsing pipeline where video sequences from multiple cameras are handled independently. Then multiple-view fusion matches tracks from multiple views, reconciles results from single-view parsing, and generates scene-based results for answering questions.
To take advantage of achievements in various sub-areas in computer vision, we organize a pipeline of modules, each of which focuses on one particular group of predicates by generating corresponding labels for the input data. Every module gets access to the original video sequence and products from previous modules in the pipeline. The implemented modules are described as follows. Most components are derived from the state-of-the-art methods at the time we developed the system last year.
Scene parsing generates a homography matrix for each sensor by camera calibration and also produces estimated depth map and segmentation label map for each camera view. The implementation is derived from [23] .
Object detection [34, 31] processes the video frames and generates bounding boxes for major objects of interest.
Multiple object tracking [29] generates tracks for all detected objects.
Human attributes [28] classifies appearance attributes of detected human including gender, color of clothes, type of clothes, and accessories (e.g. hat, backpack, glasses).
Action detection detects human actions and poses in the scene. The implementation is derived form [42, 43, 40] .
Behavior detection parses human-human, humanscene, and human-object interactions.
Vehicle parsing [41, 15, 13] produces bounding boxes and fluent labels for specific parts of detected cars (e.g. fender, hood, trunk, windows, lights).
Multiple-view fusion merges the tracks and bounding boxes from multiple views based on appearance and geometry cues.
The middle-left part of Figure 4 shows the dependencies between these modules in the system.
Knowledge base and query answering
We employ a generic graph-based data model to store knowledge. The detected objects, actions, attribute labels are all modeled as nodes, the connections between them are modeled as edges. In our implementation, the parsing results are stored into Resource Description Framework (RDF) graphs [38] , in the from of triple expressions, which can be queried by a standard query language SPARQL [39] . Given that the questions are formal language, our query engine first parses the query and transforms the query into a sequence of SPARQL statements. Apache Jena [27] is used to execute these statements and to return answers derived from the knowledge base. Figure 8 shows the architecture of query engine. In practice, it is infeasible to pre-calculate all possible predicates and save each individual knowledge segment into the knowledge base. For example, pre-calculating all "clear-line-of-sight(x, y)" relationships would involve pairwise combination across all detected humans. This strategy is obviously inefficient in that the portion of data being queried with this predicate is actually sparse. Alternatively, we designed a online computation module which evaluates binary and trinary relationships only at the testing time when such predicates appear in a query.
Evaluation protocols. The computer vision system talks to the evaluation server over HTTP connections. At the beginning of the evaluation, the system first acquires an session id from the evaluation server. Then the system repeatedly request the next available scene, storyline, query in the session from the evaluation server. In this protocol, the evaluation server maintains the states of evaluation sessions internally and ensures the vision system cannot overwrite the submitted answer to any query.
Design Decisions
The system is architected with two goals bearing in mind: first, we want to incorporate existing tasks in computer vision; second, the architecture shall be flexible enough for replacing a module with alternatives to pursuit incremental improvements later. To this end, we defined a set of APIs for each vision task and connect all the modules using remote procedure calls (RPC). This enables the system to only focus on the logical connection between modules and provides the implementation flexibility for individual components. In practice, we deploy all modules onto different dedicated machines. Under the RPC interfaces, computation-intensive algorithms usually utilize GPU and MPI internally to pursuit faster calculation and data parallelism. This design allows us to use this system as an experiment platform by switching between alternative models and implementations for studying their effects and contributions to query answering.
To make the system easy to use, we also developed a dashboard with visualization tools for rapid development and experiment. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of the visualization.
Evaluation
Our prototype system has been evaluated by an independent third-party company which collected the datasets and created 1,160 polar queries in a subset of data (see the upper parts in Table 3 ). The company was invited to administrate the independent test under the same grant on which we worked. During the test, the testing data was available to our system two weeks before the story-line query evaluation. We performed the offline parsing within the two weeks by deploying our system on a small cluster consisting of 10 workstations. During the evaluation, our system did not utilize the ground-truth answers received after each response for consecutive queries.
Among the 1,160 queries, 243 queries are object def- initions, 197 (81%) of which are successfully detected, For non-definition queries, we either provided binary "true/false" answers or claimed "unable to respond" (when our implementation cannot handle or recognize some of the predicates involved in a query). Table 3 shows the accuracy as the ratio of correctly answered queries to number of the responded non-definition queries. Note that during the evaluation, for simplicity, the object definition queries are not included in the accuracy calculation, because they aim to establish mutual knowledge for consecutive queries in the story line, which ensures the evaluation server and the system are discussing the same objects. Therefore, the ground-truth answers to these queries are actually always "true". One can obtain an 100% accuracy in object definition queries by a trivial method (answering "true" at all times) with the risk of not discussing the same objects in consecutive queries. Now, we are extending this by generating more object definition queries to which the answers can be "false" for evaluating detection performance. These queries does not serve to establish conversation context, therefore for the story lines starting with an object definition query whose ground-truth answer is false, we randomly sample the predicates and relations to generate the remaining queries. Figure 9 further breakdowns the accuracy by the number of unique predicates and the category of predicates in a query, respectively.
Breakdown by number of predicates. Most queries have either one, two, or three predicates. This is a natural result of the choice to avoid overcomplicating the queries. As the number of predicates increases, the accuracy of our prototype system decreases, since a wrong prediction in any of the predicates may cause answering the query incorrectly. The queries with one, two, or three predicates can mostly be explained as follows: i) One predicate: These are queries that deal only with the predicates for the various types of objects (people, car, etc.). Most of these queries (243) are object definition queries; the others (46) deal with counting objects (e.g., "how many people are in the scene?").
ii) Two predicates: These queries are mostly queries involving unary predicates operating on an object. One predicate is used to define the object (usually person or automobile), and the unary predicate is the second predicate involved.
iii) Three predicates: These queries are mostly queries involving binary predicates operating on two objects. Two predicates are used to define the operands, and the binary predicate is the third predicate involved.
Breakdown by category. When looking at the accuracy by categories, our prototype system perform well in classic computer vision tasks (detection, part-of relations, actions, behaviors). However, queries involving spatial reasoning and interactions between human and objects or scene are still challenging and open to further research.
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper presented a restricted visual Turing test (VTT) for deeper scene and event understanding in longterm and multi-camera videos. Our VTT emphasizes a joint spatial, temporal and causal understanding by utilizing scene-centered representation and story-line based queries. The dataset and queries distinguish the proposed VTT from the recent proposed visual question answering (VQA). We also presented a prototype integrated vision system which obtained reasonable results in our VTT.
In our on-going work, we are generating more story-line based queries and setting up a website for holding a VTT competition. In the proposed competition, we will release the whole system as a playground. Our system architecture allows a user to substitute one or more modules with their own methods and then run through the VTT to see the improvements. One of our next steps is to create a publicly available "vision module market" where researchers can evaluate different individual components from the VTT perspective besides the traditional metrics.
